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Minganie 

- “Oh, no! Not fog! All our careful planning for nothing. The locals
were right in saying we might well be completely blanketed in
cloud this morning, after that lovely warm yesterday!”

In summer, on the St Lawrence, you may sometimes run into per-
sistent fog so thick you could cut it with a knife.

Sailing in such conditions is very difficult, unless you have radar.
A ship might well be lurking behind each fog bank.

Three types of fog
The worst type of fog, because it is the most persistent, is created
by cold waters and warm, moist wind from the South. It will remain
until it is blown off by a dry wind from another direction - Advection
fog.

The fog that appears on rainy days with light winds may be just
as dense. Once the rain stops, a Southwesterly or Westerly wind
should follow and sweep it away - Frontal fog.

The third type of fog forms along the shore on a clear night but
doesn't last long. The land breeze will carry it a short distance off-
shore. The morning sun will generally dissipate it - Radiation fog.

Because of their particularly cold waters, the Tadoussac, Pointe-
des-Monts, Havre-Saint-Pierre and Strait of Belle Isle areas are
especially prone to fog�
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On-the-Sea 

- “Hey, Mom, look at that enormous black cloud headed our way!
What should we do? 

- Quick, help me tie everything down and shorten the sail. 
It's sure to hit us in a couple of minutes. Don't be afraid!”

Squalls
A huge, black, anvil cloud is approaching. At its base, a roll cloud
is moving very quickly above a choppy sea. Spray is blowing. The
wind picks up speed quickly and shifts. Get ready for a good
blow.

A squall is a sudden gust of wind that literally sweeps the sea.
The wind rages and often thunder, lightning and heavy showers
make for a dramatic scene. Squalls are so violent that they can
tear the rigging and keel a sailboat over on its side.

If the squall is produced by an isolated thunderstorm moving out
from the shore, it should disperse as it moves offshore. It is often
possible to avoid these storms by altering course.

This phenomenon, which normally lasts 10 to 20 minutes, may go
on for several hours if it accompanies a cold front, but won't nec-
essarily continue with the same intensity as it hit with.

You can often see a cold front approaching – there will be storm
cells along much of the horizon. As the cold front passes, the gust
of wind will create a cross sea that will make for difficult sailing�

direction of storm

anvil

squall
line

roll cloud

An anvil-shaped cumulonimbus cloud approaching generally means that
you are in for a squall.
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Keeping a weather eye

You have probably heard about depressions or lows, without
knowing exactly what the words mean, other than simply bad
weather. There are a number of signs that a low is approaching.

In the following example, the centre of the low is approaching from
the Southwest and moving North of Baie-Comeau. The typical
weather sequence for someone on the Trajectory A-B will be as
follows:

1 high streaky white clouds move rapidly toward the East
- a light Easterly wind begins to blow
- the barometer starts falling

2 a veil of cloud follows, along with a halo around the sun

3 the cloud cover thickens
- the sun appears to be behind smoky glass
- greyish streaks hang from the clouds
- the barometer continues to fall
- the wind becomes Southeasterly and freshens

4 it starts raining
- haze forms and is replaced by fog
- the air becomes warmer
- the swell is now from the Southwest

Warm front

5 the wind is now blowing from the Southwest
- the barometer falls more slowly
- the sun begins to pierce the clouds
- the air becomes warmer
- visibility improves

The weather is pleasant. The warm front has just passed. This is
the warm part of the low. 

6 off in the distance you can see large anvil clouds
- thunder rolls
- the barometer continues to fall slowly
- the clouds have dark streaks hanging down
- turbulent roll clouds threaten
- a West-Northwest swell produces cross seas

Cold front

7 the wind suddenly shifts to West-Northwest and doubles in
speed

- showers reduce visibility
- the barometer starts to climb quickly
- the air becomes cooler

A squall has just occurred, associated with the passing of a
strong cold front.

8 the sky clears
- the wind drops, but there is still a good breeze
- the humidity level drops
- visibility improves
- the barometer rises more slowly
- a high has moved in
- the good weather continues until the next low appears.

The low has moved North of the St Lawrence, as is generally the
case during the summer. (If you find yourself under the North part
of the low, the scenario will be different because you will be
spared the passing of the fronts.)
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Low
Bad weather, with all the clouds, rain, thunderstorms, gales,
abrupt changes in temperature and violent winds it brings, is
associated with a low. The air moves in a counterclockwise
direction, around the area in which the pressure is lowest.

Why does the air always follow a circular path? Gustave Coriolis,
a Frenchman, explained its motion by saying that it is influenced
by the rotation and spherical form of the Earth.

It is interesting to note that when you are out at sea, facing into the
wind, the centre of a low is always on your right. In the St Lawrence
valley, because of its channelling effect on the winds, it is more
tricky for mariners to determine the exact location of a low �
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The complexity of the atmosphere is due to the air's perpetual
motion. The direction of the air is influenced by various phenome-
na related to the Earth's rotation, solar heating, and winds created
by thermal exchange in each hemisphere from the equator to the
poles.

In the Northern hemisphere, the Earth's rotation creates an enor-
mous air circulation moving from West to East, becoming warmer
in the South and cooler in the North, and picking up or shedding
water vapour, all depending on the topography.

The wind is the perceptible manifestation of the air's perpetual
motion. We tend to have the impression that wherever we hap-
pen to be the wind is blowing in a straight line. But this is only an
illusion because we are so small compared with the gigantic
dimensions of the atmosphere.

In fact, the wind, whose speed and direction we perceive through
the objects it moves, is only a tiny part of the air masses travelling
in a clockwise or counterclockwise direction. The term clockwise
refers to spiral motion in the same direction as the hands of a
clock.

High
When the air mass, in our hemisphere, is moving in this direction,
it is turning around an invisible axis created by the area in which
the pressure is highest. This area is called a high and is generally
associated with blue skies and cooler temperatures.

Fair weather Bad weather
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Baie de Gaspé

- “I had just sailed in from the Îles de la Madeleine. I anchored on
the West side of the wharf at Anse au Sauvage for shelter from
the light waves coming from the East. The next morning, about
08:30, the wind shifted, picking up into a breeze from the
Southwest.

- “I checked my lines and went below to finish my breakfast. I had
barely touched my coffee when the wind came gusting out of the
West.

- “I just barely had time to get up on deck before the storm struck.
I couldn't get away. I jumped onto the wharf and prayed to God
that the wind would stop beating my boat against the side. What
a storm!”

Sudden storms
Such storms blow up so suddenly that no one can see them coming. 

This was the case at about 08:00 on the morning of September 3,
1980, when a low reached the western tip of Anticosti, at 983 mil-
libars. This low pressure system marked the end of the explosive
development of a rather insignificant low, observed at 22:00 the
previous evening, at 1006 millibars, over Lac Saint-Jean. This
development would have been difficult to predict.

The abrupt and steep drop in barometric pressure was the only
obvious indication that such a violent phenomenon was about to
occur. This example illustrates the importance of keeping a
barometer or barograph where you can see it at all times.

Barometric pressure
If the pressure is falling at a rate of 1 millibar an hour and the
wind is freshening, you should consult the latest forecast. If the
pressure continues to fall or starts falling even more quickly, the
weather is about to change drastically for the worse. DANGER �

September 3, 1980. 3-hour pressure tendency and wind observation at Gaspé
Airport, the day of the incident.

Time 20 02 08 14 20
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